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Abstract
In wireless relaying networks, the traditional incremental cooperative relaying
scheme (IR) could improve the system throughput enormously over fading
channels by exploiting relay nodes to retransmit the source data packet to the
destination. In order to enhance the system throughput over time-varying
fading channels, this paper proposes an adaptive incremental cooperative relaying scheme (AIR) based on adaptive modulation and coding, which implements adaptive rate transmission for the source and relay nodes according
to channel state information. We derive expressions for the AIR system
throughput, and then give a gradient-based search algorithm to find the optimized adaptive solution for the AIR system by maximizing throughput subject to the constraint of packet error rate at the data link layer. The results indicate that throughput of AIR system outperforms that of traditional IR system greatly for any SNR value.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
In wireless relay networks, an efficient way of combating channel fading is cooperative diversity in which the source node transmits information to the destination not only through a direct-link but also through the use of relays [1] [2].
The basic idea of it results from the broadcasting property of wireless transmission so that other nodes in the same network can overhear the information from
the source node and can then forward what is received to the destination. So,
cooperative diversity can provide multiple independently-faded channels for the
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same information transmission so that the probability that all received signals at
the destination suffer deep fading will be significantly reduced. A variety of
low-complexity cooperative relaying scheme were proposed firstly in [3], which
included fixed relaying (FR), selection relaying (SR) and incremental relaying
(IR) schemes. However, both FR and SR schemes lead to a certain loss in spectral
efficiency because it requires two time phase periods for half-duplex transmission. IR performs in full-duplex transmission when the direct transmission between the source and destination nodes is successful and in half-duplex transmission only when the direct transmission is not successful, so IR scheme can
increase the system spectral efficiency over FR or SR scheme. More cooperative
relaying schemes were studied and analyzed for various systems or channel
models detailed in [4] [5] [6] [7].
However, all the aforementioned papers only consider fixed rate transmission
in cooperative relaying system, which results in a deteriorated throughput performance over time-varying fading channels. Adaptive transmission at the
transmitter based on adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) has been shown to
be effective to enhance the system performance over time-varying fading channels [8]. To exploit the benefits of rate adaptation over the relay channel, recently, several studies have been reported in [9] [10] [11].
It is known that multimedia application not only require wireless relay networks to support the higher transmission rate, but also need the much better
packet-level quality of service (QoS) performance such as packet error rate
(PER) at the data link layer. However, both the packet-level QoS requirement in
wireless relay networks and the effect of cooperative relaying on the higher layer
aren’t considered in [9] [10] [11]. Designing cooperative relaying schemes suitable for QoS constrained multimedia applications in wireless relay networks is
still an open problem.
Motivated by these researches, in order to enhance the system throughput
over time-varying fading channels, we propose an adaptive incremental decode-and-forward cooperative relaying (AIR) scheme based on AMC for the
single-relay transmission system, which implements adaptive rate transmission
of the source and relay nodes according to channel state information. The AIR
system throughput is defined as the data rate successfully received at the destination node in this paper. We firstly derive expressions for the AIR system
throughput, and then give a gradient-based search algorithm to find the optimized adaptive solution for the AIR system by maximizing throughput subject
to the constraint of packet error rate at the data link layer. In addition, throughput of the traditional IR system is also deduced and compared with that of the
AIR system.
Different from researches in [9] [10] [11], the design objective of the AIR
scheme is maximizing the system throughput while satisfying the packet-level
QoS requirement (the constraint of packet error rate). Moreover, in the AIR
system, both source and relay node can employ different adaptive modulation
coding modes or transmission rate at physical layer and the relay node only re49
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transmits the packet erroneously received at the destination in order to enhance
the system spectral efficiency over the adaptive FR schemes proposed in [9] and
[10]. At last, the AIR scheme is easier to implement than the adaptive relaying
scheme based on distributed space-time codes proposed in [11], as the later requires synchronization between the spatially separated relays performing the
distributed space-time code [12] [13].

2. System Model and Adaptive Incremental Relaying Scheme
Consider three relevant nodes in a wireless relay network, represented respectively by S (source node), R (relay node) and D (destination node), and assume
that S wants to sent data to D, as illustrated in Figure 1. At S, packets are stored
in a transmit buffer, grouped into frames, and then transmitted over the wireless
channel on a frame by frame basis. Assume that the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) bits of each packet facilitate perfect error detection at the receiving nodes.
The time is slotted, and the length of a time slot can satisfy the transmission latency and spread latency of the data frame. The proposed AIR scheme acts as
follows. S node firstly transmits a data frame in the current time slot. For one
case, upon successful reception of all packets in this frame at D, it sends back an
ACK message, then S transmits a new data frame in the next time slot and the R
node just idles. For the other case, if the D receives a packet in error, it broadcasts a NACK message identifying the corrupted packet. If R has received the
source packet successfully, it retransmits it to the D and D drops the corrupted
packets and only decodes based on the retransmitted packet. If D still fails to receive the retransmitted packet, this packet will be dropped. Moreover, if the R
fails to receive the source packet, this packet will be also dropped.
Adopting the block fading channel model for the S-D, R-D and S-R links, the
channel gains remain constant over a time slot, but vary from one time slot to
another. AMC is employed for both the S-D and R-D links in order to implement the adaptive rate transmission. Based on the perfect channel state information (CSI) acquired at the D node, the AMC selector determines the AMC mode

Figure 1. System model.
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which is fed back to the S or R node through the feedback channel without error
and latency. Then, the AMC controller of the S or R node updates the transmission mode and transmits the new data frame.
Let N denote the total number of transmission mode available and define instantaneous SNR of the S-D and R-D links as γ1 and γ2 respectively. The system
partitions the entire SNR range into N + 1 nonoverlapping consecutive intervals
with the SNR thresholds denoted as

{γ }(γ
m ,n

m ,0

= 0, γ m, N +1 = ∞ )

(1)

where m = 1, 2 refers to the S-D and R-D links respectively and n = 0, 1, ···, N is
the mode index.
Specifically, mode n is chosen for the S node when SNR

γ 1 ∈ [γ 1,n , γ 1,n+1 )

(2)

Then the S node transmits the data frame in the corresponding rate Rn
bit/symbol.
Similarly, when SNR

γ 2 ∈ [γ 2,n , γ 2,n+1 )

(3)

R node retransmits the corrupted packet to D node in the rate Rn−1 bits/symbol.
To avoid deep channel fades, no data frame will be sent when γm < γm,0.
If the symbol rate of the system is constant, Rn can stand for the data rate. We
define throughput of the AIR system as the average data rate successfully received at the D node, so throughput can be expressed by

=
T E [ Rn ]

L−C
(1 − PERa )
L

(4)

where E[] stands for expected operation, E[Rn] represents the expected data rate,

L is the length of one packet, C is the length of CRC bits and PERa is the average
packet error rate (PER) of the system. To derive expression of throughput, we
need to deduce expressions of the average PER and expected data rate respectively in the next section.

3. Performance Analysis
3.1. The Average Packet Error Rate
Let PERSD−a, PERRD−a and PERSR−a denote the average PER of the S-D, R-D and
S-R links respectively, so the average PER of the system can be expressed by
=
PER
PERSD−a PERSR−a + PERSD−a (1 − PERSR−a )( PERRD−a )
a

(5)

where the first term corresponds to the event that the source packet is received
in error at both the D and R nodes and the second term corresponds to the event
that the packet is received in error at the D node but successfully at the R nodes,
and the R node’s retransmission to the D node is still in error. The expressions
of PERSD−a, PERRD−a and PERSR−a will be deduced in the following.
All the channels are modeled as a Rayleigh block fading channel and AWGN
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with variance N0. Assume that the transmit power is constant for all nodes, denoted by Pt, d1, d2 and d3 denote the distance of S-D, R-D, and S-R links respectively and path loss exponent is represented by α, so the probability distribution
function (PDF) of the received SNR for the S-D and R-D links can be written as
respectively

− γ
exp
__
 __
γm
 γm
1

pγ m (γ )
=






(6)

where m = 1, 2, 3 refers to the S-D, R-D and S-R links respectively and
__

γ 1 = Pt ( d1 )

−α

__

/ N 0 , γ 2 = Pt ( d 2 )

−α

__

/ N 0 and γ 3 = Pt ( d3 )

−α

/ N 0 stand for the

average received SNR of links.
According to the AMC rule in (2) and (3), each mode n for the S and R nodes
will be chosen with probability
pm,n
=

γ m ,n +1

pγ (γ )d γ m ( m
∫=
γ
m

m ,n

1, 2 )

(7)

Noting that the instantaneous PER depends on the received SNR γ, in order to
simplify the analysis, we approximate the instantaneous PER for the AMC mode

n as [8]
1,
0 < γ < γ pn

PERn (γ ) = 
γ > γ pn
an exp ( − g nγ ) ,

(8)

where the parameters {an, gn, γpn} are obtained by fitting (8) to the exact PER of
mode n.
Let PERm,n denote the average PER for mode n. Combining (6), (7) and (8),
the average PER of the S-D and R-D links for mode n can be written as
PERm,n =

1
pm,n

γ m ,n +1

∫γ

m ,n

PERn (γ ) pγ m (γ )d γ m

(9)

where m = 1, 2 refers to the S-D and R-D links respectively.
So, the PER of the S-R link for mode n can be expressed by
PER3,n =

1
p1,n

∞

∫0

PERn (γ ) pγ 3 (γ )d γ 3

(10)

The average PER of links can be computed as the ratio of the average number
of incorrectly received packets over the total average number of transmitted
packets. So, we have
N

PERSD−a =

∑ Rn p1,n PER1,n
n =1

N

∑ Rn p1,n

(11)

n =1

N

PERRD−a =

∑ Rn p2,n PER2,n
n =1

N

∑ Rn p2,n
n =1
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N

∑ Rn p1,n PER3,n

PERSR−a =

n =1

(13)

N

∑ Rn p1,n
n =1

Substituting expression (11), (12) and (13) into (5), we can derive expression
of the average PER of the system.

3.2. The Expected Data Rate
We define the expected data rate E[Rn] as the average number of accepted information bits per symbol at the D node. Let R1,n denotes that S node transmits
data packets with data rate Rn and R2,n denotes that R node retransmits the corrupted data packet with data rate Rn, so, the expected data rate can be expressed as

E [ Rn ] = E  R1, n ( (1 − PERn (γ 1 ) ) + PERn (γ 1 ) PER3, n )  +




L
E
PERn (γ 1 ) (1 − PER3, n ) 
L
 L

R +R

2, n
 1, n


(14)

where the first term corresponds to the event that a packet transmitted by the S
node with data rate R1,n is received successfully by D or received erroneously by
both the D and R nodes and the second term corresponds to the event that the R
node retransmit the corrupted packet with data rate R2,n.
Considering that the total number of AMC modes is N, using (6) and (14),
(14) can be rewritten as

E [ R=
n]

N

γ1,n+1

∑ ∫γ
n =1

1,n

R1, n ( (1 − PERn (γ 1 ) ) + PERn (γ 1 ) PER3, n )
N

N

pγ1 (γ )d γ 1 + ∑∑ ∫
n 1=
n 1
=

γ1,n+1

γ1,n

(1 − PER ) pγ (γ ) pγ
3, n

1

2

R1, n R2, n

γ 2,n+1

∫γ

2,n

R1, n + R2, n

PERn (γ 1 )

(15)

(γ )d γ 1d γ 2

3.3. The Optimum of Throughput
Substituting (5) and (15) into (4), we can derive expression of the system
throughput. The design objective of the AIR scheme is to maximize the system
throughput, while satisfying the packet error rate requirement. So, we need to
determine the optimized SNR thresholds {γm,n} for the AMC mode of AIR system in order to maximize system throughput.
So, the desired optimized problem can be formulated as follows
max TAIR

{γ 1,n ,γ 2,n }

s.t. PERa ≤ PERt

(16)

which means that the average PER of the system is not greater than the threshold
of PER (PERt).
Firstly, we formulate the total PER constraint in (16) into two separate PER
constraints for the S-D and R-D links as follows
PER1,n ≤ PERSD−t

(17)
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(18)

PER2,n ≤ PERRD−t

where PERSD−t and PERRD−t are the threshold of PER for the S-D and R-D links
respectively.
Combing (5), (16), (17) and (18), we have

PERSD−t ( PERSR−a + (1 − PERSR−a )( PERRD−t ) ) ≤ PERt

PERRD−t

PERt
− PERSR−a
PERSD−t
=
(1 − PERSR−a )

(19)

(20)

Using (8) and (17), we can derive expressions of the SNR threshold of AMC
mode for the S-D link as follows

1

ln ( an / PERSD−t ) , γ pn 
 gn


γ 1,n = max 

(21)

Combining (8) and (20), we can derive expressions of the SNR threshold of
AMC mode for the R-D link as follows

γ 2,n





 1  an (1 − PERSR−a )
= max  ln
 g n  PERt − PERSR−a

 PERSD−t






 , γ pn 






(22)

Using (16), (21) and (22), the optimized problem in (16) can be rewritten as

max TAIR

PERSD −t

s.t. PERt ≤ PERSD−t ≤ 1

(23)

In the following, we give a gradient-based search algorithm to find the optimized the SNR threshold of AMC mode. Let PERSD−t = M, T(M) denotes the
corresponding throughput, ƏT(M)/ƏM is the derivative of T(M), Mo represents
the optimum value of M and Tmax denotes the corresponding maximal value of
throughput. Moreover, let ε to be a finite small positive real number.
The pseudo code of the gradient-based search algorithm is as follows.
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4. Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we provide results to compare the performance of AIR system
with that of CRIR system. Without the loss of the generality, we assume that the
average SNR of the S-R link is 25 dB and the S-D link and the R-D link have the
same average SNR. In addition, transmit power Pt is normalized to unity. In the
simulation, we use the AMC mode of HYPERLAN/2 standard with packet
length L = 1080 bits and mode 4 is employed by CRIR system.
Figure 2 shows the average PER performances of the AIR and CRIR system.
From the figure, we can see that AIR system performance outperforms the CRIR
system for any SNR value. This is because that AMC is introduced in AIR system, in which no data frame will be sent in order to avoid deep channel fades.
Moreover, the average PER of the AIR system is below the threshold of PER at
the data link layer (PERt = 0.01) and the packet-level QoS requirement of the
system is satisfied.
As shown in Figure 3, the AIR system throughput is a concave function of the
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Figure 2. The average PER of AIR system vs. the
average PER of CRIR system (PERt = 0.01).
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Figure 3. Throughput of AIR system vs. the threshold PER of S-D link (PERt = 0.01).
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Figure 4. Throughput of AIR system vs. throughput of CRIR system (PERt = 0.01).

PER threshold of S-D link and there are different optimized throughput values
of AIR system for different average SNR of S-D link. The optimized throughput
value of AIR system becomes larger and larger as the SNR increases. So, the gradient-based search algorithm proposed in Section III. 3 can find the optimized
throughput.
Figure 4 compares the throughput of AIR system with that of CRIR system.
Due to AMC introduced in AIR scheme, throughput of AIR system exceeds that
of CRIR system for any SNR value. The simulation results are very close to the
theory results, which verify the theory analysis in Section 3.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we propose an adaptive incremental cooperative relaying (AIR)
scheme in order to enhance throughput of the cooperative relaying system. We
derive expression for the AIR throughput and give a gradient-based search algorithm to find the optimized adaptive solution for AIR system by maximizing
throughput subject to the constraint of PER at the data link layer. The numerical
and simulation results indicate that throughput of AIR system outperforms that
of traditional incremental relaying system greatly for any SNR value. The AIR
scheme proposed in the paper establishes the theory foundation for the QoS
constrained multimedia applications in wireless relay networks.
We plan to extend our work to the multi-relay selection scenario. If there are
multiple relays nodes chosen for the source node, one can select the best relay to
retransmit the packet erroneously received by the destination node according to
the corresponding relay selection standard such as the best harmonic mean selection method [12]. Moreover, the constant transmit power is adopted at all the
nodes in this paper. In future, the power control scheme can be integrated into
our research.
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